RESEARCH FAIRNESS INITIATIVE (RFI) – SCALING FOR GLOBAL IMPACT

RFI PUBLICATIONS & PUBLICATIONS REFERENCING the RFI

2022

- Springer Link. Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning in Nuclear Medicine and Hybrid Imaging pp 171–189 cites a chapter by I. Jurisica. – Integrative Computational Biology, AI, and Radiomics: Building Explainable Models by Integration of Imaging, Omics, and Clinical Data referencing the RFI (no.17) [https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-031-00119-2_13]


- Lyn Horn, Sandra Alba, Fenneke Blom, Marlyn Faure, Eleni Flack-Davison, Gowri Gopalakrishna, Carel IJsselmuiden, Krishna Labib, Jim Lavery, Refiloe Masekela, Tope Olomola, Doris Schroeder, Natalie Simon, Christa Van Zyl, Sonia Vasconcelos, Retha Visagie, Francis Kombe. Fostering Research Integrity through the promotion of fairness, equity and diversity in research collaborations and contexts: Towards a Cape Town Statement (preconference discussion paper). Open Science Framework PrePrint: [https://osf.io/bf286/] 16 May 2022


- World Conference on Research Integrity 2022. University of Cape Town 29 May-1 June 2022. Opening plenary will discuss fair partnerships and the RFI. [https://wcri2022.org/programme/]


- IJsselmuiden C, Bhattacharya B, Valluari J, Martin E. **It takes two, or more, to tango. Why a focus on fair and equitable research collaborations is essential for global health – and how to achieve it.** PLOS ONE Blog, 7 April 2022 (World Health Day). https://everyone.plos.org/2022/04/07/it-takes-two-or-more-to-tango/


- Soumya Swaminathan (WHO), Bernard Pecoul (DNDi), Hisham Abdullah (MoH, Malaysia), Christos Christou (MSF), Glenda Gray (Medical Research Council, South Africa), Carel IJsselmuiden (COHRED), Marie-Paule Kiery (INSERM, France), Mariana Mazzucato (University College London), Veronika von Messling (Federal Ministry of Education and Research, Germany), Bernhards Ogutu (Kenya Medical Research Institute), John Reeder (TDR and WHO), John-Arne Rottingen (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Norway), Renu Swarup (Department of Biotechnology, India), Marcel Tanner (SwissTPH and Swiss Academy of Arts and Sciences), Nisia Trindade Lima (Fundação Oswaldo Cruz, Brazil), Michelle Kids (DNDi), Alex Harris (Wellcome Trust), Suerie Moon (Graduate Institute of Geneva). **What is biomedical R&D in the global public interest?** Nature Comments. 10 February 2022. *Nature* 602, 207-210 (2022). doi: https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-00324-y

2021


• UKCDR Equitable Partnerships Hub (Started 2021) lists the RFI as a key resource: https://www.ukcdr.org.uk/resource/research-fairness-initiative/


• The RFI was highlighted in episode 6, series 1 of the ACU’s Internationalist Podcast. This episode was titled “International Collaboration – a fairer future?” - https://www.acu.ac.uk/the-internationalist/?utm_content=buffer29f9c&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin.com&utm_campaign=buffer

• The Policies for Equitable Access to Health (PEAH) blog mentioned the RFI YERP2021 campaign in a post and asked its readership to support and disseminate it. http://www.peah.it/2021/01/9349/


• The “Last Mile” podcast series by iCHORDS supporting the WHO 2030 Neglected Tropical Disease (NTD) Roadmap episode 2 - "It's Time for Fairness in Research Partnerships" - the purpose of RFI and its contribution towards NTD elimination and control neglect of research and implementation partnerships in global health ethics reason behind a wide range of unfair and sometimes inequitable practices presented by Prof James V. Lavery on December 14, 2021. (https://anchor.fm/ichords/episodes/Its-Time-for-Fairness-in-Research-Partnerships-e1bmt6l/a-a73g9he)


2019


• Simpkin, V, Namubiru-Mwaura, E, Clarke, L, & Mossialos, E. (2019). Investing in health R&D: where we are, what limits us, and how to make progress in Africa. BMJ Global Health. [https://gh.bmj.com/content/4/2/e001047]

2018


• Carvalho A, IJsselmuiden C, Kaiser K, Hartz Z, Ferrinho, P. Towards equity in global health partnerships: adoption of the Research Fairness Initiative (RFI) by Portuguese-
speaking countries. BMJ Global Health 2018;3:e000978. https://gh.bmj.com/content/3/5/e000978


2017


2016


2015

- Nordling L. Africa’s Fight for Equality. After years of second-class status research partnerships, African scientists are calling for change. Nature, 2015; 521: 24-25. https://doi.org/10.1038/521024a


